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Mambu V6-RC Release Notes

Overview

About the Release Notes
The Release Notes are a comprehensive user guide for the latest release of Mambu. The Mambu
Release Notes give you everything you need to get up and running with the new features and
enhancements in the latest release.
What are Release Candidates?
An “RC” is actually a Release Candidate for the new major version that was just released on
Sandbox, that has the scope of stabilizing the new product version. It represents a “beta” version, with
potential to be a final version if not other problems are found in it.
Your Feedback Matters
We know how important the Release Notes, online help, and documentation are to your company's
success with Mambu. To continuously improve the service we deliver to you, we want to know what
works and what doesn't. Let us know by contacting support@mambu.com.
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V6-RC02
1. Bug fixes
[NEO-532] - Edit Schedule option is missing after Sell Loan Fraction action on loans
with Fixed Interest Commission
Edit Schedule was unavailable after a loan fraction was sold for loans with Fixed Interest
Commission, however this was fixed with this issue, and the edit schedule option is now
available for this configuration.

[NEO-452] - Journal entries are not logged in accounting for a Repayment on principal
balance, for Offset Loans
For an Offset loan account type, journal entries were not logged at write off, however with
this fix they are properly logged as per existing accounting rules.
[CORE-570] - Exception is thrown when applying accrued interest on a Tranched loan
account, in a non-disbursed tranche date
An exception was being thrown in the scenario described in the title, however it is now
possible to manually apply the accrued interest without any exception being thrown.
[CUS-587] - Live Migration for CustomFieldLinks is not finishing when there are multiple
batches
Mambu has fixed the Live Migration for CustomFieldLinks so that it takes into consideration
the already migrated entities.

Sandbox release date: Friday, 13th of April, 2018
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V6-RC03
1. New feature
[CORE-543] Total Due Repayment amount for revolving credit loans
Mambu added a new option for repayment schedule based on a % of the total balance. See the
detailed description on our User Guide, here.
Aha Reference: LNS-10
Sandbox release date: Thursday, 19th of April, 2018
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V6-RC04
1. Bug Fixes
[CUS-754] Product linking not possible between loan product and current account or
fixed deposit with Accrual methodology
Mambu has addressed this issue and now Fixed deposit or Current account deposit product types
with accrual methodology are available in the dropdown list when linking.

[API-1451] Inconsistent error returned when updating account custom fields with
POST request via API 1.0
An error was received when updating a Custom Field via POST on API 1.0, however this has been
fixed and the custom fields can now be updated successfully.

2. Improvements

[ADM-21] Performance improvements for retrieving documents from file storage
Mambu has added an index to DOCUMENT table’s LOCATION column in an effort to improve
performance. In the case that a document is searched for by location, in the file storage, Mambu will
use a recently added index to filter the results and make the response time smaller.

Sandbox release date: Thursday, 26th of April, 2018
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V6-RC05
1. Bug Fixes

[DEP-316] - Random file upload and report generation failures on EU environments
Users in Europe environments were randomly experiencing document upload and report execution
failures.
This problem seem to be caused by our infrastructure provider and the root cause was not fully
identified at the moment. However, a fix is now in place in Mambu, that ensures document uploads
and reports executions are working accordingly.

Sandbox release date: Monday, 30th of April, 2018
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V6-RC06
1. Bug fixes
[NEO-601] - Cannot close (fully pay) funded loans created before V6
After V6 release on Sandbox environment, a funded loan couldn’t be fully paid because in Loan
Funded transaction the interest amount was set to null.
In this V6-RC06 version, Mambu fixed this issue and now a funded loan can be fully paid.

[NEO-305] - Cannot reschedule P2P accounts and an unexpected error is displayed on
UI
When we’ve entered a repayment transaction with a very small amount for a funded loan with at least
one investor with a small percentage, the account wasn’t able to be rescheduled anymore.
In V6-RC06 version, Mambu fixed this issue and now the reschedule can be done without any error.

[CUS-693] - Credit Officer without "Manage Clients Assigned to Other Credit Officers"
permission cannot access some Custom Views
Credit Officers without “Manage Clients Assigned to Other Credit Officers” cannot access the custom
views for the entities filtered by a branch.
In V6-RC06 version, Mambu fixed this issue and now the custom views can be accessed.

Sandbox release date: Thursday, 10th of May, 2018
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V6-RC07
1. Bug fixes
[NEO-602] - Error 500 returned when getting funder schedule via API for an account
with disbursement date equal to the first repayment date
For funded loans that have the same disbursement and repayment date the funder schedule could not
be retrieved via the API due to an error. This was fixed and now the funder schedule can be
successfully retrieved.

2. Feature roll-back
[CUS-864] - Revert Changes done in CUS-200
In V6 sandbox release, [CUS-200] - [Update the layout of the filter element in all Custom Views] was
introduced as a feature change, with the intention of improving the usability of Custom Views. After
receiving feedback, the change was rolled back and will be reintroduced in a later major release,
together with better usability changes.
Sandbox release date: Thursday, 17th of May, 2018
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